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1843

		Brothers Daniel and Alexander Macmillan found their bookshop in

1858

	
Alexander takes out a lease on 23 Henrietta St, Covent Garden,

1859

	
Launch of Macmillan’s Magazine, the first shilling monthly in

1866

		

1868

	
Norman Lockyer accepts an offer from Macmillan to Alexander,

1869

	
Norman Lockyer approaches Macmillan with plans for a new

London and then set up their publishing house in Cambridge among
the academic community.

London. He visits London from Cambridge on a Thursday and holds
regular gatherings of writers, artists and scientists - ‘at home to
all and sundry’- where guests are invited to discuss a wide range
of literary and other matters. These informal roundtable discussions
lead to the development of friendships and new ideas for the
business, including the foundation of the (scientific) journal Nature.

England, with the aim of unifying science, literature and the arts
under one banner, with David Masson as editor.

	Astronomer Norman Lockyer, who had worked for 10 years as a
junior clerk with the War Office, meets Alexander Macmillan.
Alexander asks Lockyer to write a popular book on the sun.
Elementary Lessons in Astronomy, published by Macmillan in 1868,
was the result. Alexander and Lockyer become good friends.

becoming his ‘consulting physician’ in scientific matters.

scientific journal.

		The name ‘Nature’ is finalised in July and the first issue publishes
on 4 November.

1880s

	
Nature builds its reputation as ‘the organ of science’, leading to a
host of rivals: La Nature (France 1873), Naturen (Norway 1877),
La Natura (Italy), Natura (Belgium 1883–5) and Die Nature (Netherlands
1881–94).

1890s

	Nature is building a reputation as the preferred place to submit
scientific research.

		It attracts high-quality submissions including research on powered
flight, a four-page exclusive on X-rays and some of the first
explorations into what would become forensic science.

1903

1919

		

	Chemists William Ramsay and Frederick Soddy report that helium
gas is produced by the decay of radium. Soddy coins the term
‘isotope’ in Nature. In 1921, he wins the Nobel Prize in Chemistry.

		

	Richard Gregory becomes editor-in-chief, the year of Nature’s 50th
Anniversary.

1925

		

	Nature publishes research on the Australopithecus africanus, the
first of an early ape-form species to be classified as hominin.

1939
1950s

	Nature editorship is handed over to Arthur Gale and Jack Brimble.

		

1953

1961

		
Beginnings of a formal review system for submitted work is
introduced.

		

	Nature publishes the seminal work of Francis Crick and his team,
which solves the structure of DNA suggesting how DNA molecules
may replicate.

		

	Arthur Gale retires and Jack Brimble becomes sole editor.

1965

		

	Nature publishes its 5,000th issue, three months before the sudden
death of its editor Jack Brimble.

1966

		

	Sir John Maddox becomes Nature’s fifth editor. He was previously a
lecturer of theoretical physics and a journalist with the Manchester
Guardian (later The Guardian).


			Formal manuscript-tracking and peer-review processes are
introduced.

1969

		

	Nature publishes its centenary issue. Maddox starts to modernise the
journal’s editorial style.

1970s

		
The journal splits into three publications: Nature Physical, Nature
New Biology and Nature. The experiment doesn’t last and the
journals are reunited into single issues in 1974.

			Nature expands its global presence, setting up its first US office in
Washington DC.
				
			By the end of the 1970s Nature has expanded its presence, with
correspondents across several US states, Paris, Melbourne and New
Delhi and offices in New York and Tokyo, in addition to London and
Washington DC.

1973

		

1980

		

	David Davies becomes Nature’s sixth editor. The journal is
redesigned with a new structure and front cover.

	Sir John Maddox returns for a second stint as editor-in-chief.

			Nature launches its first successful sister journal, Bio/Technology
(now Nature Biotechnology). This marks a new era in publishing
that sees the creation of a series of journals under the Nature brand.

1985

		

	Nature publishes papers on DNA fingerprinting and research in
genetics that advances knowledge of how genes affect development.

1990s

		
Nature launches its first website.

	
			An electronic system to track the progress of manuscripts from
submission to publication is introduced.
			
		
Office is established in Australia.

1992

		

1995

		

	Nature Genetics is launched.

	
			This is followed by Nature Structural Biology (1994), Nature Medicine
(1995), Nature Biotechnology (1996), Nature Neuroscience (1998) and
Nature Cell Biology (1999).

	Sir Philip Campbell becomes the seventh editor-in-chief.

		
			German publisher Holtzbrinck acquires a 71% stake of Nature. This
is the first time that Nature isn’t wholly owned by the Macmillan
family. (Holtzbrinck completed its purchase of Macmillan in 1999.)
	
			Sir John Maddox retires as editor-in-chief.

1997

		

 paper describing Dolly the sheep, the first mammal to be cloned
A
from an adult cell, is published in Nature, making headlines worldwide.

1998

		

Office opens in Delhi.

1999

		

2001

		

	Nature Publishing Group is formed as a division of Macmillan,
comprising Nature, Nature Research Journals, Stockton Press Specialist
Journals (renamed NPG Specialist Journals) and Macmillan Reference
(renamed NPG Reference).			
		
	
		Nature Reviews is launched, with the publication of Nature Reviews
Neuroscience, Nature Reviews Molecular Cell Biology and Nature Reviews
Genetics.

	The draft human genome sequence is published. Its publication
offers great insight into human biology, medicine and evolution.
The Human Genome Project has a great influence on the way life
science research is conducted.

2005

		
Nature Podcast is launched.

2006

		
Year of the video: Nature starts producing video pieces to
accompany major papers.

		

	Nature, together with Science, receives the Prince of Asturias Awards
for Communications and Humanity.

2010 		

	Nature New Biology and Nature Physical Science (published in addition
to the main journal from 1971 to 1973 ) are made available online.

2011 		

	Launch of Nature Communications – the first Nature-branded title to
offer gold open access.

2015

	Springer Nature is formed following the merger of Springer
Science+Business Media and the majority of Macmillan Science
and Education.

		

2018 		

	Magdalena Skipper is appointed as the eighth editor-in-chief
of Nature.

2019

150 years!

		
Nature celebrates

